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These resources were developed by Funda Wande 
in collaboration with Rhodes University to be 
used in the Rhodes Short Courses in Foundation 
Phase Literacy Teaching.



Introduction

Introduction to the  
Rhodes Funda Wande Course
3 lessons in this module

0.1
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L1. Course Overview 

1. What is this course?
Watch Video 1 to find out more about Funda Wande and 
what we will be covering in this course.

2. How will I learn?
There are three main ways of learning in this course:

1) Online learning: For each Module, there are online 
videos and text which you will work through in your  
own time.
2) Contact sessions: Each Module has a 2½ day contact 
session at Rhodes University in which you will learn 
content, discuss and engage in activities.
3) Applying and Reflecting: For each Module you will 
gather evidence of how you apply the content in your 
work. You will share and reflect on this with fellow 
students in a 1-day workshop. This will form the basis of  
a group assignment.

VIDEO 1 

REVIEW QUIZ LESSON ASSESSMENT

FUNDA WANDE APP ICON BREAKDOWN

1
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Module Description

1 CAPS Reading Activities

2 EMERGENT LITERACY

3 DECODING

4 VOCABULARY

5 COMPREHENSION

6 WRITING

6 HANDWRITING

7 EFAL  1 

8 EFAL  2

9 CREATING A CULTURE OF 
READING 

10 INCLUSIVE EDUCATION 

11 ASSESSMENT AND 
REMEDIATION

12 PLANNING & PROGRESSION 

Course Contents
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3. What is the course content?
The course is made up of 12 Modules, as you can see 
in the table on page 5 to the right. You will complete 6 
Modules in each year of the 2-year course.

It is important to remember that although these 
modules focus on discrete aspects of the reading 
process, in reality we (and our learners) use all these 
aspects at the same time when reading.

 
4. How much time will I need?
1) Contact sessions: There are 3 residential contact sessions 
per year, each lasting 5 days. Please see the dates for these 
on page 3 of the Advanced Certificate booklet.

2) Online Self-study: We suggest that you set aside 
2 hours a week to watch the videos and to complete 
the online part of the course. It helps if you set aside a 
regular time for this. It is a good idea to watch the videos 
more than once.

3) Workshops: There is a one-day workshop per Module. 
Please see the dates for these in the brochure.

PDF is downloadable on the app 

5. What resources will I need?
1) Devices: You can access the course from the website 
funda.fundawande.org Use your ID number as BOTH your 
username and password when logging in.

2) Connectivity: You will need to be connected to the 
internet to access the app. You can download and save 
the videos to watch later.

 
L2. Technology Overview 

1. Accessing the course on your computer
You can access this course on a computer, smart-phone 
or tablet.  You will need an internet or Wifi connection 
for all of these ways of accessing the course. You will  
not need internet to access videos if you receive them  
on a  flash drive.

2. Accessing materials on flash drives
1) Insert the USB  flash drive into your computer.

2) Go to File Explorer on your computer and find the  
USB Drive.

3) Click to open the folder you need.

4) Select the video you want to watch and click open.

ADVANCED CERTIFICATE: FOUNDATION PHASE 
TEACHING LITERACY
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5) You can copy the entire folder onto your desktop. 
Right-Click on the folder, click "Copy". Right-Click on your 
desktop and click "Paste"

3. Accessing Wifi on a computer
1) Go to your desktop. Click the Wifi icon at the bottom 
right of your screen. 

2) If you don’t see the Wifi icon, click the small up arrow. 
It will appear above.

3) If it says “Wifi Turned off”, click  this button once. It 
should turn blue. 

4) Click on whatever network you have access to.

5) Type in the password here, then click Next.

4. Logging in to the Funda Wande App
1) Go to your desktop. Click the Windows Icon.

2) Click “MicrosoftEdge” to open your browser 

3) In the address bar type: funda.fundawande.org Use your ID 
number as BOTH your username and password when logging in.

5. Adjusting your screen size
You can make the text size of the app larger or smaller 
by adjusting your screen size. Press “Control” & “+” (Ctrl+) 
to enlarge your screen and “Control” & “–” (Ctrl-) to make 
it smaller. The recommended screen size for the Funda 
Wande app is at 100%.

6. How to “Drag and Drop”
In this course there are a number of “Drag and Drop” 
activities.  This means that you select an object/section 
of text on your screen and move it (dragging) to place it 
somewhere else on the screen (dropping). To drag and drop, 
select what you want to move by clicking on the item with 
the left button on your mouse or touchpad.  Hold down 
the left button and drag or move the item to the target 
destination. Then release the touchpad or mouse.

 
L3: Learning and Teaching  

 Support Materials

Learning and Teaching Support Materials
This course refers to Learning and Teaching Support 
Materials which are provided free of charge to all schools in 
the Eastern Cape, as well as to some materials provided to 
Funda Wande project schools in the Eastern Cape.

See Introduction Addendum Learning and Teaching 
Support Material videos Timetables on page 8 an 9

ACCESSING WIFI ON A COMPUTER

LOGGING IN TO THE FUNDA WANDE APP

LEARNING AND TEACHING SUPPORT MATERIALS

Activity
Practice Dragging and Dropping

CHILD

TEACHER



Introduction  
Addendum

MODULE

0 

The DBE Workbooks

Funda Wande 
Materials

The Vula Bula 
Anthologies

Video Numbering:

The Video number in 
the circle at bottom left 
corner of the video image 
corresponds to the number 
of the video on your flash-
drive and also the number 
of the video on the Funda 
Wande YouTube channel. 
This makes it easy for you 
to find the video you are 
looking for. These is only 
one number per video."
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The Vula Bula 
Anthologies

Funda Wande 
Materials

Funda Wande 
Materials



Emergent Literacy

What is Reading and 
how does it develop?
5 lessons in this module

2.1

 
L1. What is reading and   

 how does it develop?
The first unit of this module covers what children have to 
learn about as they learn to read, and how they typically 
learn this. This unit introduces you to a number of very 
important concepts in the study of learning to read. 
You will explore these concepts in more detail in other 
Modules in this course, as well as learn how to teach 
them.

Watch Video 44 as Zaza explains that as children learn to 
read, they learn about three components of reading.
1) Comprehension

2) Decoding

3) Response

Key Points
Decoding, comprehension and response are three 
essential elements of learning to read

1. Decoding includes:
1) Recognising the individual sounds of a language 
(phonemes).

2) Matching the sounds to the letters of the alphabet.

3) Using knowledge of letter-sound relationships to read 
words and sentences.

MODULE

2 

L1: What is 
reading?

L2: Reading 
and 

writing 
before 
school

L4: ReviewL3: Reading 
development 

in the 
Foundation 

Phase

L5: Find 
out more

44

VIDEO 44

KEY POINTS
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2. Comprehension includes:
1) Knowing the meaning of individual words.

2) Understanding words in sentences.

3) Making sense of sentences, paragraphs and longer 
texts such as stories so that readers understand them 
and can link them to their own lives.

3. Response includes:
1) Experiencing success in reading so that you are 
confident in your abilities as a reader.

2) Being motivated – this develops when learners are 
confident and read lots of interesting books at just the 
right level.

3) Having a teacher who is a good reading role model and 
who encourages learners.

 
 
L2: Reading and writing   

 before school
 
 
Learning about reading and writing before 
school
Children start to learn about reading and writing long 
before they start school. It is important to remember that 
children bring this learning with them to school. However, 
different children have different experiences of learning 
about reading and writing in their early years, so they will 
come to school with different amounts of knowledge 
about literacy.

Watch Video 47 as Zaza discusses what children learn 
about reading and writing before they start school. Take 
note of what she says about

1) Phonemic awareness

2) Print awareness

3) Alphabetic knowledge

4) Vocabulary

5) Motivation to read and write

Key points
The table on the left indicates what children learn about 
reading before they go to school.

Activity 1
True or false? 

1. The only thing children need to do when 
they read is to match letters and sounds 
(decode) correctly.

O True

O False

2. An example of response to reading is 
when children enjoy reading and want to 
read more.

O True

O False

47

VIDEO 47

Addendum 1 What children learn 
about reading before they go to 
school (see page 34)



 
 
L3: Reading development  

 in the Foundation Phase
 
 
Reading development in the Foundation Phase
When children start school, they are likely to be in 
different phases of their reading development.  Some 
children will have well-developed phonemic awareness 
and vocabulary, and some print awareness and alphabetic 
knowledge.  However, others may not.   The teacher will 
need to ensure that she plans her teaching to support the 
development of all learners.

Watch Video 48 as Zaza explains how teachers support 
children’s reading development in the different grades of 
the Foundation Phase. Notice what she says about

1) Phonemic awareness

2) Alphabetic knowledge

3) A print-rich classroom

4) Vocabulary development

5) Phonics and decoding

6) Comprehension

7) Fluency

8) Enjoyable experiences with books

Key Points
Reading development in the Foundation Phase. Please see 
Addendum 2 Table (page 36)

 
 
L4: Review

 
 
Review
Reflection
Think about one or two young children you know.  What 
opportunities did they have to develop literacy before 
coming to school?

1) What kind of language games did they play? How did 
this contribute to their phonological awareness and 
vocabulary development?

2) When and how did the children experience print?

3) Did anyone tell the children stories or read to them?

Activity 2 (Lesson 3)
Select the correct answer from the options 
given below.

1. Vusi can tell you that he hears the same sound at 
the beginning of his name and at the beginning of 
the word “vala”. This is an example of:

O Comprehension

O Phonemic awareness

O Letter formation

2.Vusi knows that every time he hears the 
sound /V/ in a word, that sound is written as 
“V”. Whenever he sees the letter “V” written, 
he knows it makes the sound /V/. This is an 
example of:

O Phonics

O The alphabet

O Letter-sound correspondence

3. Pretty, in Grade 1, is being taught how to 
read by “sounding out” the letters in words. 
She is being taught:

O Alphabet knowledge

O Fluency

O Phonics

48

VIDEO 48

Addendum 2 Reading 
development in the Foundation 
Phase (see page 34)
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How could a Grade R teacher build on the children’s 
emergent literacy?

Write down your ideas and share and discuss with 
colleagues

 
 
L5: Find out more

 
 
Find out more:
See Funde Wande App for downloable PDF's or saved on 
your flash stick provided.

PDF 1: The process of learning to read
Read this to find out more about:
The processes involved when children learn to read

Emergent literacy

Learning to become a skilled reader in the Foundation 
Phase.

How the different strands of reading come together

What to expect at different stages of children’s reading 
development (the reading development continuum) 

Source: Zenex (2014). UNIT A1: The expert reading teacher. 

Johannesburg: Zenex Foundation.

PDF 2: The many strands that are woven into skilled 
reading
This diagram, in English and in isiXhosa, shows how skilled 
reading involves many intertwined aspects of language 
comprehension and word recognition. 
Source: Scarborough, H.S. (2002). Connecting early language and 

literacy to later reading (dis)abilities: Evidence, theory and practice. 

In S.B. Neuman & D.K. Dickinson (Eds.), Handbook of early literacy 

research (pp. 97-110). New York: Guilford Press.   

[Translation by Funda Wande].

PDF 3:  Stages of Reading Development
This table gives more information about typical phases 
of reading development. This is often called “the reading 
development continuum”, because children continually 
progress through the phases.
Source: Chall, J.S. (1983). Stages of Reading Development. New York: 

McGraw Hill.

Activity 3 (Lesson 4)

1. What literacy skill are learners practising in 
the exercise on page 59 of the DBE workbook?

O Letter-sound relationships

O Comprehension

O Fluency
2. What skill will learners be practising in 
the exercise on page 61 of the workbook?

O Handwriting

O Phonological awareness

O Alphabetic knowledge

DBE Workbook, Gr 1, Term 1, p 59 

 

 

 

59

DBE WORKBOOK, GR1, TERM 1 - PG59

DBE Workbook, Gr 1, Term 1, p 61 

 

 61

DBE WORKBOOK, GR1, TERM 1 - PG61



Emergent Literacy

Emergent Literacy
6 lessons in this module2.2

 
L1. What is emergent   

 literacy?
Emergent Literacy means all the behaviours, skills, 
attitudes and knowledge that children display as they are 
in the process of learning to read and write.  Emergent 
reading and writing is the first stage of the reading 
development process. It paves the way for learning to 
read and write with understanding.

In literate societies, children start developing emergent 
literacy from very early in life, supported by people in the 
home and community. Teachers in Grade R in particular 
need to give children many opportunities to develop 
Emergent Literacy.

Here are six aspects of emergent literacy:
1) Being interested in and enjoying books
This is about enjoying being read to, looking at books 
and wanting to read. It also involves being motivated to 
make marks (early writing) and understanding that these 
convey meaning.

2) Oral Language development 
This involves being able to understand and use language 
through listening, speaking and developing new 
vocabulary. It also involves being able to tell stories, 
recount events and describe things.

3) Print Awareness
This involves being able to distinguish between pictures 

MODULE

2 

L1: What is 
emergent 
literacy?

L2: What 
does 

Emergent 
Literacy 

look like in 
Grade R?

L4: 
Assessing 
Emergent 

Reading and 
Writing

L3: 
Extending 
Emergent 
Literacy in 

Grade R

L5: Find 
out more

L6: Review

ORAL LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

PRINT AWARENESS 
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and words and understanding that they convey meaning.

4) Book Knowledge
This is about understanding how books work, and how 
they are used and read. It involves knowing how to 
handle a book and knowing that we read from left to 
right and from top to bottom.

5) Alphabetic knowledge
This involves understanding that letters look different 
from each other and represent different sounds, noticing 
and recognising letters everywhere, starting to know 
the names and/or sounds of letters. 

6) Phonological awareness
This involves being able to hear and play with the sounds 
in words and syllables and, understanding that sounds 
combine to make words.

 
 
L2: What does Emergent  

 Literacy look like in  
 Grade R?
 
 
What does Emergent Literacy look  
like in Grade R?
Emergent reading may not be accurate or conventional. 
The child may ‘read’ from memory or make up stories to 
go with pictures. We should celebrate emergent reading 
because it is an early step in the process of learning to read.

Watch Video 35 and how this emergent reader pretends 
to read the story, while holding the book and turning  
the pages.

Notice the teacher’s encouraging response

Emergent writing may not look like grown-up writing.  
It is normal for children’s writing to include scribbles, 
letters, numbers or shapes.  Remember that these marks 
are the beginning steps towards conventional writing. 
Also, when children try to spell words this helps them to 
develop phonemic awareness.

If a child scribbles or tries to write, ask them to tell you 
what they have written and affirm their efforts. For 
example: “You have done a good job of writing your story. 
Can you tell me what it says?

Watch Video 34 and how these children read their 
emergent writing.
Notice the teacher’s encouraging response

Activity 4 (Lesson 1)
True or false?
1. Learning to read begins at school.

O True

O False

2. It is very important for young children to 
experience reading as a joyful activity.

O True

O False

3.We should not give young children paper 
and crayons to scribble with. They should 
wait till they can write properly.

O True

O False

Activity 5
1. Watch video 4: Emergent Reading again. 
Which of the following aspects of emergent 
literacy does this little boy demonstrate?

O Being interested in and enjoying books

O Book Knowledge

O Oral Language development

BOOK KNOWLEDGE

ALPHABETIC KNOWLEDGE

35

34

VIDEO 35

VIDEO 34



 
 
L3: Extending Emergent   

 Literacy in Grade R 
 
The Grade R year forms a critical bridge between children’s 
homes, early childhood development centres and the 
school system. Grade R teachers have a very important 
role to play in making sure that all children have solid 
foundations for learning to read in Grades 1-3. 

Watch Video 62 about learning and play in Grade R.

Look out for examples of:
1) Children communicating with each other.

2) Learning through teacher-led and independent 
reading.

3) Learning through play.

Taking account of how young children learn in Grade R
Grade R should not be a watered-down version of Grade 1. 
We need to make sure that language and literacy teaching 
in Grade R takes account of how young children learn:
1) Children learn best when we respond to what interests 
them and they are given opportunities to interact, share 
their ideas and ask and answer questions.

2) Children learn best when activities gradually build new 
concepts and language and link new learning with what 
children already know.

3) Young children learn through play, stories, songs and 
being actively involved in experiences.

4) Young children need a balance of teacher-led and 
independent learning opportunities.

5) Structure, routine and repetition are important for 
young children’s learning.

 
 
L4: Assessing Emergent   

 Reading and Writing
 
 
Assessing Emergent Reading and Writing
There are many behaviours, skills and attitudes that 
show that children are emerging as readers and writers. 
These skills develop over time, in language- and print-
rich home and school environments.

Activity 6

For each question, choose one right answer.
1. If you wanted to increase learners’ 
vocabulary, which of the following activities 
would you use?

O Alphabet activities

O Rich teacher talk

O Emergent writing activities

2.If you wanted to increase learners’ 
motivation and enjoyment of reading, which of 
the following activities would you use?

O Alphabet activities

O Reading a storybook aloud

O Phonological awareness activities

3. If you wanted to increase learners’ book 
knowledge, which of the following activities 
would you use?

O Reading a storybook aloud

O Print rich classroom

O Shared book experiences

62

VIDEO 62
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Teachers need to observe and celebrate this 
development – and support children who are not 
showing evidence of these behaviours, skills and 
attitudes.  You should record your observations.

Young children should never feel that you are judging 
them or their work. Young children find it almost 
impossible to learn in an environment where they feel 
frightened, anxious or insecure.

Imagine that you are the teacher of the child in  
Video 37.  What is the child able to do and what is he 
struggling with still? What could you do next to help him 
write more conventionally?

The child is writing (and reading) vertically on the page 
rather than from left to right. But on the positive side 
he has understood the story, he can hear sounds in the 
words that he wants to write and he can write some 
letters correctly (eg b in Ibokhwe). The teacher can 
continue to support him to hear sounds in words and to 
write the letters that represent them. She could read 
a story to him on his own, showing with her finger and 
explaining how we read from left to write on a page, 
starting at the top. She could ask him to show with 
his finger where she should start reading and in what 
direction. Then she could encourage him to write in the 
same direction next time.

 
 
L5: Find out more

 
 
Find out more:
See Funde Wande App for downloable PDF's or saved on 
your flash stick provided.

Additional videos about emergent literacy
PDF 4: The essentials of early literacy instruction
Read about 
8 essential early literacy teaching strategies

Interactive story reading

Literacy in play

Source: Roskos, K.A., Christie, J.F. & Richgels, D.J. (2003). The essentials 

of early literacy Instruction. Young Children. 58(2): 52-60.

37

VIDEO 37

1

TTTTThe cumulative and growing
research on literacy

development in young children is
rapidly becoming a body of knowl-
edge that can serve as the basis for
the everyday practice of early
literacy education (IRA & NAEYC
1998; National Research Council
1998; Yaden, Rowe, & MacGillivary
2000; Neuman & Dickinson 2001;
NAEYC & NAECS/SDE 2002). Al-
though preliminary, the knowledge
base outlines children’s develop-
mental patterns in critical areas,
such as phonological and print
awareness. It serves as a resource
for designing early literacy pro-
grams and specific instructional
practices. In addition, it offers
reliable and valid observational
data for grounding approaches to
early reading assessment.

Kathleen A. Roskos,Kathleen A. Roskos,Kathleen A. Roskos,Kathleen A. Roskos,Kathleen A. Roskos, Ph.D., is the director of the Ohio Literacy Initiative at the Ohio
Department of Education and is a professor at John Carroll University in Cleveland.
She coordinated Bridges and Links, one of the first public preschools in Ohio, and is
instrumental in the development of content guidelines in early literacy. Kathleen studies
early literacy development, teacher cognition, and the design of professional education
for teachers.
James FJames FJames FJames FJames F. Christie,. Christie,. Christie,. Christie,. Christie,     Ph.D., is a professor of curriculum and instruction at Arizona State
University in Tempe, where he teaches courses in language, literacy, and early
childhood education. His research interests include children’s play and early literacy
development. James is the president of the Association for the Study of Play.
Donald J. Richgels,Donald J. Richgels,Donald J. Richgels,Donald J. Richgels,Donald J. Richgels, Ph.D., is a professor in the literacy education department at
Northern Illinois University in DeKalb, where he teaches graduate and undergraduate
courses in language development, reading, and language arts.

Illustrations © Diane Greenseid.

That we know more about
literacy development and acquisi-
tion, however, does not let us
escape a central issue of all early
education: What should young
children be learning and doing
before they go to kindergarten?
What early literacy instruction
should children receive? What
should it emphasize—head (cogni-
tion) or heart (motivation) or both?

Real-life answers to these ques-
tions rarely point directly to this or
that, but rather they are somewhere
in the middle, including both
empirical evidence and professional
wisdom. While we will continue to

Kathleen A. Roskos, James F. Christie, and Donald J. Richgels

The Essentials of
Early Literacy Instruction

     I struggled through theI struggled through theI struggled through theI struggled through theI struggled through the

alphabet as if it had been aalphabet as if it had been aalphabet as if it had been aalphabet as if it had been aalphabet as if it had been a

bramble-bush; gettingbramble-bush; gettingbramble-bush; gettingbramble-bush; gettingbramble-bush; getting

considerably worried andconsiderably worried andconsiderably worried andconsiderably worried andconsiderably worried and

scratched by every letterscratched by every letterscratched by every letterscratched by every letterscratched by every letter.....

————— Charles DickensCharles DickensCharles DickensCharles DickensCharles Dickens
Great ExpectationsGreat ExpectationsGreat ExpectationsGreat ExpectationsGreat Expectations

wrestle with these complicated
questions, we must take practical
action so that our growing under-
standing in early literacy supports
the young child as a wholesome,
developing person.

What then are the essentials of
early literacy instruction? What
content should be included, and
how should it be taught in early
education settings? Our first re-
sponse to these complex questions
is described below in a skeletal
framework for action. We briefly
define early literacy, so as to identify
what young children need to know
and be able to do if they are to enjoy
the fruits of literacy, including valu-
able dispositions that strengthen
their literacy interactions. Then we
describe two examples of instruc-
tion that support children’s reading
and writing learning before they
enter the primary grades.

With the imagery of Pip’s remark
from Great Expectations in mind, we
hope to show that well-considered
early literacy instruction is cer-
tainly not a bramble-bush for our
very young children, but rather a
welcoming environment in which to
learn to read and write.

See Addendum 3 The Essentials 
of Early Literacy Instructions 
(see article starting on page 35)



PDF 5: Additional videos about emergent literacy
See Funda Wande App for youtube links to videos.

 
 
L6: Review

 
 
Review
Reflection
Think about all the things you have learned in this unit.  
What is the single most important thing you have learned 
that will change your practice as a subject advisor, HoD 
or teacher?

Write down your ideas and share with colleagues.What 
is the single most important thing you have learned that 
will change your practice as a subject advisor, HoD or 
teacher?

Write down your ideas and share with colleagues.rich 
home and school environments.

Teachers need to observe and celebrate this 
development – and support children who are not 
showing evidence of these behaviours, skills and 
attitudes.  You should record your observations.

Young children should never feel that you are judging 
them or their work. Young children find it almost 
impossible to learn in an environment where they feel 
frightened, anxious or insecure.

Activity 8: 
Application
Think of a child that you know well who 
is in grade R or before school. Tick any 
of the things that you have seen this 
child doing.

1. Child’s behaviours, skills and 
attitudes

O Makes marks, scribbles and some 
letters next to her drawings and ‘reads’ 
her own ‘writing’.

O Recognises many letters and knows 
the sounds these letters make.

O Pretends to write during pretend 
play (e.g. lists, phone messages, letters) 
and enjoys making cards or letters to 
give to people.

O Interested in and able to interpret 
pictures.

O Uses known letters to predict  
what words say.

O Aware of and interested in print in 
the environment.

O Draws pictures relating to stories 
and events and talks about what she/
he has drawn

O Can write his/her name and knows 
how to write some letters even if they 
are sometimes reversed.

O Can put syllables together to make 
words and is starting to blend sounds 
to make words.

O Interested in letters and can write 
letters in the sand, with crayons or 
with a paintbrush and water

O Asks for someone to write about 
what he/she has drawn.
Can hear when words have the same 
sounds or when sounds differ.

O Can break words into syllables and is 
starting to break words into sounds.

O Can hear beginning sounds in words.

O Enjoys songs, rhymes and  
listening games.

O Often looks at and ‘reads’ books and 
has knowledge of how books work.
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Emergent Literacy

Learning about Sounds and Letters 
in Grade R
7 lessons in this module

2.3

 
L1. Why are listening   

 and speaking important   
 for literacy?
1. The roots of literacy are in spoken language. Writing 
is a way of recording language, but we have to have 
the language first before we can read and write it! 
Children learn a huge amount of language (in their home 
language(s) and often in other languages too) before 
they start school. They learn vocabulary, grammar 
and conventions for its use.  Children who have good 
language skills at ages 3, 4 and 5, are more likely to do 
well in reading comprehension tests in Grades 3, 4 and 
5. Teachers play a vital role in exposing children to new 
vocabulary and concepts and encouraging children to 
express their thoughts and questions. This is especially 
important for children who grow up in homes without 
lots of books and where there is limited adult-child talk 
about a wide range of topics.

2. Language learning begins with listening. Babies learn 
language by listening to it. In schools some language 
is learned incidentally, but some is also taught in a 
conscious, structured way. Children need to learn to 
listen to the teacher, but also to listen to one another.

Here are some strategies for supporting and 
encouraging good listening:
1) Praise good listening.
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2) Make sure children are listening to you before 
speaking.

3) Make sure children are looking at you and can see your 
mouth clearly.

4) Give instructions in a calm, clear way.

5) Repeat instructions gently and clearly.

6) Do not give too many instructions at once.

7) Try to reduce background noise when children need  
to listen well.

8) Give picture and object prompts along with what  
you say.

9) Create a routine to begin listening activities.

 
 
L2: When do I do it?

 
 
Read this quote from CAPS:
The entire school day should be viewed as possibilities 
for enhancing literacy learning; either because of the 
direct intervention of the teacher, through planned 
mediated moments, including teacher-guided activities 
or because of the numerous incidental learning 
opportunities that occur during the day and enable 
the teacher to promote learning through utilising the 
‘teachable moment’. (CAPS, p. 20)

Language learning happens throughout the day. In 
Grade R, transition times, snack times, morning ring, 
pretend play and “show and tell” all provide excellent 
opportunities to build children’s language through 
questions, comments and conversations.  Language 
learning can happen when you take the register, or when 
the children count things, or when they do creative arts. 
The important thing is to be responsive to children and to 
encourage interaction.

 
 
L3: Developing     

 oral language through   
 conversations
 
Developing oral language through conversations
1) Language develops through conversations
An important way to develop children’s oral language 6

VIDEO 6

Activity 9
Look at this DBE poster at tick the correct 
answer(s)

By talking about this poster with children a 
teacher can help build:
Understanding of the relationships 
between people
Critical thinking about roles of men and 
women in the home
HL and EFAL oral vocabulary about families, 
clothes, work in the home, pets
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is through having conversations with them. In a 
conversation, the teacher responds to what interests 
children, or what they are doing. She may ask questions, 
make comments or add to what the children say.  These 
conversations may happen one-on-one, in small groups 
or in the whole class setting, all through the day.  This 
means the classroom is a place where people talk rather 
than sit silently.

Watch Videos 6 and 17, these two examples of 
conversations between teachers and children.  Notice 
whether the teacher waits after asking a question, to 
give the child a chance to think and to answer.

2) Rich teacher-talk is important
Rich teacher-talk means that the teacher exposes 
children to many words about many topics. She talks 
about a wide variety of topics, using words that children 
probably won’t hear in everyday conversations with 
their peers. This exposure to words and concepts builds 
vocabulary. This is crucial because there is a strong link 
between vocabulary and comprehension.

Everyday language is not enough to make sense of more 
complex written texts. Written language usually includes 
more words, unusual and more difficult vocabulary and 
longer and more complex sentences.  This is the kind of 
language you need to give children experience of, even in 
Grade R.

Watch Video 72 about developing children’s oral 
language skills.

Notice what new vocabulary the children exposed to.

3) Ask good questions
Often teachers ask questions because they want to 
test children’s knowledge. This is not the way we use 
questions in Grade R. We ask questions to open up 
children’s thinking and to help them to explore their 
world. For example, think about the kinds of thinking 
children do, and the kinds of language they use to 
respond to questions like, “What is a friend?” or “Why 
do owls hunt at night?” A teacher who asks “opening 
up” questions like this believes that children are capable 
of thinking deeply, and that they can use language to 
express their thinking.

We also want to encourage children themselves to be 
curious and interested in the world around them and to 
ask interesting questions to find out more. In this way, 
children will have more control over the language they 
learn.

Watch Video 49 as children ask questions about their 
classmate’s drawing in this video.
Notice how the questions give the teacher the chance to 
expand their language.
Plan a follow-up question that the teacher could ask 
to get children to think more about how people are the 

17

VIDEO 17

72

49

VIDEO 72

VIDEO 49



same and different.

4) Support multlingualism
Speaking a different language should never be a reason 
for silencing the voices of young children. If children in 
your class speak a different home language from the 
language of the school, find ways to show respect for 
the child’s language and make them feel included.  For 
example, if you have an Afrikaans-speaking or chiShona-
speaking child in your class, ask them to teach you and 
their isiXhosa-speaking classmates how to greet in their 
language.  When you label objects in the classroom, 
let them help you to add the words in their languages.  
Acknowledge the contribution of children who bring 
language diversity to your classroom – give them a 
chance to shine!

Develop oral English vocabulary. Even in Grade R, you can 
support the development of English while developing the 
home language (or languages) of learners.  Many children 
come to school with a bit of English vocabulary, such as 
number names, shapes or colours. Build on what they 
already know. Make sure learners know the words in their 
home language, but also help children to develop their 
oral English vocabulary by naming common things in both 
languages.  This will help them when they begin learning 
English formally in Grade 1.

5) Create a language-rich learning environment
Is your classroom a place where children are encouraged 
to ask and answer questions and share ideas?

Here are some ideas for creating a language-rich learning 
environment in your classroom through the way you 
interact with the children.

Select 5 strategies that you would like to use more in 
your classroom.

 
 
L4: Developing oral    

 language through stories
 
 
Developing oral language through stories
Stories are a powerful way of building children’s oral 
language and helping them to make the transition 
from oral language to written language. They are also a 
fantastic tool for stimulating children’s imagination and 
thinking about big ideas.

1) Read stories aloud, often
Grade R teachers should read aloud to the children at 
least once but preferably more times every single day. 
You can read stories, poems or information books. When 
they hear stories read aloud, children become excited 

Activity 10 (Lesson 3)

1. A teacher can extend children’s oral 
language by:

O Providing synonyms for words they child uses

O Asking open-ended questions to extend 
children’s thinking and speaking.

O Telling children they are talking nonsense.

O Repeating what a child says but adding 
some more information.

CCrreeaattiinngg  aa  llaanngguuaaggee  rriicchh  lleeaarrnniinngg  eennvviirroonnmmeenntt  

Tick the boxes that describe your teaching practice at the moment. Plan what you will do 
differently tomorrow.  

Strategies that support 
communication Example 

I seldom 
do this in 

my 
classroom  

I do this 
sometimes 

in my 
classroom  

I do this  
often in 

my 
classroom  

1. I show children I am 
actively listening to them.  Mmm, oh!, yes…., really?       

2. I pause expectantly 
during interactions with 
children to encourage 
them to participate. 

After packing up, it’s time 
for … your favourite …. 
(stories!) 

      

3. I get down to a child’s 
height when interacting 
and listen with interest. 

Can you say that again? I 
really wanted to hear your 
story so I have come to sit 
next to you for a bit. 

      

4. I use unusual words 
and explain word 
meanings. 

That pie looks very tasty… 
mmm delicious!       

5. I ask open-ended 
questions that extend 
children’s thinking (what, 
when, where, why, how 
questions).  

I am going to keep this 
container because I am 
sure we can use it for 
something. What could we 
use it for? 

      

6. I encourage children to 
tell their own stories.  

Last week Sipho’s mom had 
a baby. Would you like to 
tell us what happened 
when your mom brought 
the baby home, Sipho? 

   

7. I repeat what a child 
says and then add some 
more information, 
rephrase or elaborate to 
expand the language, 
while being careful to 
affirm the child’s 
message. 

CHILD: I did go to the 
beach.  
TEACHER: Oh, aren’t you 
lucky … you went to the 
beach. And was the water 
warm enough to swim? 

   

CREATE A LANGUAGE RICH ENVIROMENT

See Addendum 4 Create a 
language rich enviroment  
(see page 43)

71

VIDEO 71
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and motivated by the world of books and they hear 
written language and less common vocabulary. The 
teacher can engage them in discussion before, during 
and after the story.

Watch Video 71 how Zaza read a story aloud to her class.

Notice what she does to make this read-aloud enjoyable.

2) Also tell stories, in an interactive way
When teachers tell stories to children it also extends 
their listening skills, their vocabulary and their 
knowledge of how stories are structured. This promotes 
their emergent literacy. It is important to use interesting 
words and sentence structures when telling stories.  It is 
a good idea to use puppets or cut-outs to help bring the 
story alive and to capture the children’s imagination.

Watch Video 73 and how Zaza is telling a story in this video.

Notice how she uses her voice and cut-out pictures to 
make the story come alive.

Make a note of new things you would like to try the next 
time you tell your class a story.

3) Consolidate the language of a story with after-story 
activities
Children learn best if new activities and concepts are 
linked to things they already know.  In a story-based 
approach to teaching language, different activities 
are designed to consolidate and build on the language 
of a story.  The same story can be used for follow-up 
activities over two weeks.   Here are some ideas for 
building listening and speaking skills using the same 
story.

a) Construction activity or pretend play: Set up a 
pretend play or construction activity linked to the story 
theme (for example, set up a pretend setting from the 3 
Goats story in the sandpit, with 3 toy goats; let children 
make a mask of a bogey man or build a bridge out of 
blocks). While they do this, children use the language 
from the story and link it to something concrete and 
creative.

b) Songs and rhymes: Try to find a song or rhyme 
related to the story. Songs are a wonderful way to build 
language.

c) Role play the story: Retell the story children and 
select children to role play the story as it is narrated.

d) Drawing or writing about the story, and then talking 
about the drawing/writing

e) Sequencing pictures: Use a set of sequence pictures 
to help children think carefully about the events in the 
story and sequence these in the correct order.

Watch Video 58 and how Mrs Mtshayi’s class sequences 
pictures of the story of the 3 Goats.

73

VIDEO 73

ROLE-PLAYING THE STORY

DRAWING & WRITING ABOUT THE STORY

SEQUENCING THE STORY



What did you notice about how the sequence pictures 
were used in the lesson?  Write down some ideas you 
would like to try in your own classroom.

 
 
L5:Assessing listening   

 and speaking
 
 
Assessing listening and speaking
Assess informally:  Assessment of young children 
should be informal. They should never feel that you 
are assessing them or their work. They find it almost 
impossible to learn in an environment where they feel 
frightened, anxious or insecure. Your job is to build their 
confidence together with their skills and knowledge so 
they can show you their very best work.

Write notes on your observations: Keep notes about 
each child and jot down significant learning events, 
challenges being experienced at the time, together 
with any ideas you have for how you might respond. 
In addition to daily observations, create assessment 
opportunities so that you can focus on individual 
children’s progress.

You can use a rubric to record your observations about a 
child’s language development. Here is an example of a rubric.

 
 
L6:  Find out more

 
 
Find out more:
See Funde Wande App for downloable PDF's or saved on 
your flash stick provided.

PDF 7: Learning to talk and listen
This is a very practical research-based booklet about 
how and why to talk with young children. It contains 
many examples of adult-child talk.
Source: Goodson, B. & Layzer, C. (2009) Learning to talk 
and listen: An oral language resource for early childhood 
caregiver. Washington:  National Institute for Literacy

PDF 8: Talking with young children
Read about how talk: 
Enriches language and literacy

Enhances cognitive development

58

VIDEO 58

Recording observations about a child’s language 
Child’s behaviours, skills and attitudes Not able Developing 

steadily 
Able 

Understands the meaning of many words        

Has a good spoken vocabulary       

Asks and answers questions and shares ideas and 
thoughts 

      

Uses fairly long and complex sentences       

Listens attentively to stories and has good 
comprehension 

      

Is able to order events in a logical sequence       

Can tell a story using a series of sentences and story 
language like: one day …, and then …, suddenly, 
because, after that 

      

Is able to explain his ideas and thoughts to others       

Confident in home language and starting to use 
words and phrases in an additional language 

      

 

See Addendum 5 Recording 
observations about a child's 
language (see page 44)
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Nurtures social and emotional development

There are practical tips for teachers at the end.

Source: Test, J.E., Cunningham, D.D. & Lee, A.C. (2010) Talking with 

young children: How teachers encourage learning. Dimensions of Early 

Childhood, 38(3): 3-14.

PDF 9: Reading aloud with children of all ages
An easy-to-read article with practical tips on Reading 
Aloud. The article covers why read aloud, how to do it 
and with what books?
Source: Koralek, D (2003). Reading aloud with children of all ages. 

Reading is Fundamental.

 
 
L7: Review

 
 
Reflection
Re-read the PDF entitled Creating a language-rich learning 
environment (in Lesson 3 of this Unit). You have already 
set yourself the goal to increase your use of 5 of these 
strategies. Now reflect on the changes you have made to 
your practice. What was the effect of these changes?

Jot your ideas down and share with colleagues.

Activity 12: Application
Read these three lesson plans for 
Listening and Speaking in Grade 1.

Decide which Grade 1 lesson plan could 
be adapted for Grade R by:

1. Telling a story about what happened 
when you went to the zoo.

O Day 3

O Day 5

O Day 1
2. Constructing a “cave” in the classroom 
for children to role-play in

O Day 1

O Day 5

O Day 3
3.Sequencing pictures to tell the story.

O Day 1

O Day 5

O Day 3
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Iveki Yesi-7: Usuku Loku-1 

Ukumamela nokuthetha (imizuzu eli-15)
Izixhobo: Iposta ye-DBE: Izilwanyana zasendle; oonotsheluza besigama: inkawu, ihlosi,
indlulamthi, ingwenya, imfene
Amalungiselelo: Yenza umcu wephepha lesihloko neloonotsheluza bamagama esiXhosa
kwiposta. 
Iinjongo zesifundo: Ukuthetha ngeposta. Yinxulumanise namava abo. Ukfunda isigama esitsha.

IMISEBENZI

1. Umxholo weposta: Izilwanyana zasendle
• Xelela abafundi ukuba uza kuthetha ngezilwanyana zasendle namhlanje.

 ◦ Zifumaneka phi izilwanyana zasendle?
 ◦ Lo mfanekiso ubonisa endle? Ukuba akunjalo, kuphi apha?
 ◦ Kutheni izilwanyana zahlukene?
 ◦ Yintoni eyahlukileyo ngendlu yenkawu xa uyithelekisa kwizindlu zezinye izilwanyana? 

• Xoxa isigama. Thetha ngentsingiselo. Jonga isimo segama ngasinye. Sisebenzise kwisivakalisi.
• Ncamathisela oonotsheluza kwiposta nize nibasebenzise iveki yonke. 
• Ucinga ukuba kutheni kufuneka yahluke?

Ukufunda kunye notitshala  (imizuzu eli-15)
Izixhobo: Incwadi enkulu ka-Vula Bula: Baleka; oonotsheluza besigama: ibhabhathane,
isigcawu, isele, inyoka, intaka
Amalungiselelo: Funda ibali uze ulungise imibuzo yakho. 
Iinjongo zesifundo: Ukuthatha inxaxheba ekufundeni kunye notitshala ngokuqikelela;
ukunxulumanisa namava abo; nokuphendula imibuzo yovavanyo lokuqonda. 

IMISEBENZI

1. Phambi kokufunda 
• Iqweqwe: Thetha ngesihloko kunye nomfanekiso. Buza imibuzo:

 ◦ Ubaleka phantsi kweziphi iimeko?
 ◦ Zeziphi owakhe wazibona kwezi zilwanyana? Phi?

• • Ukubuka imifanekiso: Tyhila ibali (ungalifundi!). Jonga imifanekiso uze ubuze imibuzo.
 ◦ (iphepha lesi-4) Sesiphi isilwanya ekufuneka sibaleke apha?
 ◦ (iphepha le-10) Yintoni eyahlula lo mfanekiso kweminye imifanekiso?

• Isigama: Fundisa amagama amatsha usebenzisa oonotsheluza, izinto okanye imifanekiso.
 ◦ Xoxa isigama. Thetha ngentsingiselo. Jonga isimo segama ngasinye. Sisebenzise 

kwisivakalisi.
 ◦ Ncamathisela oonotsheluza kwiposta nize nibasebenzise iveki yonke. 

2. Ngexesha ekufundwa ngalo 
• Funda ibali ngembonakalo enomdla, ubonisa ukufunda okuthe rhu. 
• Emva kokufunda amaphepha amabini, buza imibuzo yovavanyo lokuqonda:

 ◦ (iphepha lesi-6) Kutheni izilwanyana zizingelana?
 ◦ (iphepha le-10) Nicinga ukuba le ndoda yakhe yayizingela yayibulala ingwe na? 

Kutheni nisitsho?

3. Emva kokufunda 
• Vala isifundo sokuqala: Gqibezela ngokubuza:

 ◦ Yintoni eninike umdla ebalini?
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Iveki Yesi-7: Usuku Lwesi-3 

UKumamela nokuthetha (imizuzu eli-15) 
Izixhobo: incwadi yebali: UQwarha rhalayo; oonotsheluza besigama: ngononophelo, khalipha,
emenyezelayo, isithokothoko, ukudikizela
Amalungiselelo: Ziqhelanise nokufunda ibali uze ulungise imibuzo yakho.
Iinjongo zesifundo: Ukumamela ibali elinika umdla ngenjongo yokonwaba. 

IMISEBENZI

1. Ukufunda ngelizwi eliphezulu: 
• Abafundi mabalungiselele ukufunda ngelizwi eliphezulu. 

2. Phambi kokufunda
• Thetha ngesihloko neqweqwe uze ubuze imibuzo:

 ◦ Nicinga ukuba eli bali lingantoni? (ukuqikelela)
 ◦ Niziva njani xa umntu esithi, “Uyarhala”?
 ◦ Kutheni niziva njalo?

• Isigama: Qalisa ukufundisa amagama amatsha ngokusebenzisa oonotsheluza. 
 ◦ Thetha ngentsingiselo. Jonga isimo segama ngasinye. Sisebenzise kwisivakalisi.
 ◦ Ncamathisela oonotsheluza kwiposta uze ubasebenzise iveki yonke. 

3. Ukufunda
• Funda isiqingatha sokuqala sebali ngembonakalo enomdla. 
• Bonisa eminye imifanekiso (hayi yonke) uze ubuze imibuzo ngaphandle kokuphazamisa 

kakhulu. 

4. Emva kokufunda
• Buza imibuzo yovavanyo lokuqonda:
• Ebalini kuthiwa ikhona into ebezingenayo izilwanya kudala. Ibiyintoni leyo?
• Yintoni ebonwe zizilwanya kumqolomba?

Ukufunda notisthala (imizuzu eli-15)
Izixhobo: Incwadi enkulu ka-Vula Bula Big: Baleka; oonotsheluza besigama
Amalungiselelo: Thatha amagama owafundise kwisifundo sokuqala nesesibini uwasuse
kwitshati yesigama. Waxhome jikelele kwiindonga zegumbi lokufunda.
Iinjongo zesifundo: Ukulungisa imifanekiso ifane nekhamandela lokutya nokuziqhelanisa
nesigama. 

IMISEBENZI

1. Isigama
• Cela abafundi bakhangele amagama owafundisileyo ngoMvulo nangoLwesibini ukuze 

uwaxhome edongeni ngokungakhethiyo. 
• Xa umfundi elifumene igama, kufuneka azame ukulifunda, aze alincamathisele kwitshati 

yesigama. 
• Nceda  abafundi baguqule imibhalo yamagama nangokufunda ngokuthe rhu.  decode

2. Ikhamandela lokutya
• Ncamathisela imifanekiso yezilwanyana ebhodini ngokungakhethiyo. 
• Cela abafundi balungise imifanekiso ifane nekhamandela lokutya. 

3. Ukufunda
• Funda ibali ngembonakalo enomdla. Cela abafundi bafunde kunye nawe. 
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Iveki Yesi-7: Usuku Lwesi-5 

Umbhalo wesandla (imizuzu eli-15)
Izixhobo: Incwadi yomsebenzi ye-DBE yesiXhosa, iphepha lama-36
Amalungiselelo: Qiniseka ukuba bonke abafundi banazo iincwadi zomsebenzi. 
Iinjongo zesifundo: Ukufunda nokuziqhelanisa ukubhala iiphatheni zoonobumba. 

IMISEBENZI
Iincwadi zomsebenzi ze-DBE:

• Cela abafundi batyhile kwiphepha lama-36 kwiincwadi zabo zokusebenza.
• Khokela abafundi ukuze benze imisebenzi ekiphepha lama-36.
• Hamba-hamba, uqinisekise ukuba abafundi benza umsebenzi ngokulungileyo.
• Khumbula ukujonga indlela yokuhlala yabafundi, indlela yokubamba ipensile kwakunye 

necala abakhokelela ngakulo xa bebhala.

LUkumamela nokuthetha (imizuzu eli-15) 
Izixhobo: Incwadi yebali: Ikhalipha lekati
Amalungiselelo: Imifanekiso yabalinganiswa basebalini. 
Iinjongo zesifundo: Ukuphinda ubalise ibali ngokusebenzisa imifanekiso. 

IMISEBENZI

• Yalela abafundi baphinde babalise ibali besebenzisa imifanekiso.
• Khumbuza abafundi bangalibali ukukhankanya okunceda irhamncwa ukuze lizingele 

ngcono. 

Izandi-mazwi (imizuzu eli-15)
Izixhobo: imizobo yoluhlu loonobumba ye-Vula Bula: amakhadi oonobumba u-/k/ no-/e/;
amakhadi oonobumba u-/h/, u-/a/, u-/e/,u-/i/, u-/o/,u-/u/, u- /b/, u-/I/, no-/k/; oonotsheluza
bamagama awafundiswe kule veki.
Amalungiselelo: Qinisekisa ukuba umfundi ngmanye uneqela lamakhadi oonobumba.
Iinjongo zesifundo: Ukuchonga nokuvakalisa oonobumba u-/k/ no-/e/. Funda amagama
afundiswe kule veki.

IMISEBENZI

1. Amakhadi oonobumba u-/k/ no-/e/
• Ncamathsela amakhadi oonobumba beVula Bula u-/k/ no-/e/ ebhodini.
• Kwelinye icala lebhodi, ncamathisela oonotsheluza bamagama afundiswe kule veki.
• Cela abafundi bajonge amagama beze ebhodini(abemnye ngexesha) bazokukhetha 

igama. Kufuneka balifunde balibeke ngaphantsi kwekhadi elilungileyo likanobumba.  
• Ukuba umfundi uthathe igama elikwazi ukubekwa ngaphantsi kwezandi zozibini - umz. 

Isikere – buza umfundi ukuba kutheni ekhethe esi sandi asikhethileyo na.

1. Amakhadi oonobumba abafundi
• Cela abafundi bakhuphe amaqela abo amakhadi oonobumba. Cela bawabeke etafileni, 

ejonge kubo.
• Baxelele ukuba uza kubacela bakhathe unobumba. Kufuneka bawukhangele 

kwamakhadi abo, bawuthathe/ bawuchole.
• Kufuneka bangajongani.
• Vakalisa unobumba, ubacele bayithathe/ bayichole. Jonga jikelele, qiniseka ukuba wonke 

umfundi uzithathele unobumba olungileyo. 
• Yenza oku ngabo bonke oonobumba obafundisileyo, naba ubafundise kwiiveki ezidlulileyo. 
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L1. What children must   

 learn about sounds and   
 letters, and why?

The writing system we use to write alphabetic languages 
such as English and isiXhosa works as a code in which 
sounds are represented by letters. In order to learn to 
read, children need to understand that this is how the 
writing system works; they need to hear the sounds in 
words and to link these sounds to the appropriate letters. 
Children need to:

1)Become aware of the sounds in words 
(phonological awareness)
The awareness of the sounds in a word, rather than the 
meaning of the word, is called phonological awareness. 
We need to help children to “tune in” to the sounds in 
words so that they can link sounds to letters. Helping 
them to do this is a key learning objective of Grade R.

Phonological awareness involves being able to
a) Distinguish the words that make up a sentence.

b) Distinguish the syllables in words.

c) Notice when words sound similar because of 

AWARENESS OF SOUNDS IN WORDS 
(PHONOLOGICAL AWARENESS)

UNDERSTANDING THE ALPHABETIC PRINCIPLE
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alliteration or rhyme.  Rhyme is important in English but 
less so in isiXhosa.

d) Notice the individual sounds in spoken words and to 
be able to play around with (or manipulate) these sounds 
in various ways (this type of Phonological Awareness is 
called Phonemic Awareness).

2)Understand the alphabetic principle
Young children come to school with prior knowledge 
about the meaning of many words. To read and write, 
children need to gain new knowledge that there is a link 
between the letters they see on a page and the sounds 
they hear in words.   We call this the alphabetic principle.

3)Learn to represent sounds with letters (letter-sound 
correspondence)  
In some languages, such as isiXhosa, a particular sound 
is always represented by the same letter. We know 
from research that children who are aware of sounds in 
spoken language and know how these sounds are related 
to letters, are at an advantage when they begin learning 
to read and write, so we start teaching this in Grade R.  
By the middle of Grade 1 children should be able to link all 
the single letters of the alphabet with their sounds, both 
in reading and in writing

4)Learn how to use the sounds in words to read and to 
write (phonics)
Children often think that they just need to learn how 
words look, rather than using the sounds in the words 
to work out how to read and write them. An important 
objective of the Foundation Phase curriculum is to help 
children to use the sounds in words to read and write, 
with increasing accuracy and speed. This is taught 
explicitly and systematically in the phonics section of 
the curriculum and practiced while reading books in the 
CAPS reading activities.

 
 
L2: Guiding principles   

 for teaching about    
 letters and sounds in   
 Grade R
 
Guiding principles for teaching about letters 
and sounds in Grade R
Read the list of guiding principles for building 
phonological awareness and letter–sound knowledge.

Think about which of these principles are evident in your 
classroom, and which you believe need more focus and 
attention. Rate your classroom from 1–4 using this  
rating scale.

Activity 13
Is learning about letters important in Grade 
R? Read these teachers’ opinions on teaching 
children letter knowledge in Grade R. Which 
opinions do you agree with? Discuss your ideas 
with colleagues.

Teacher A: Children in Grade R should not be 
taught to recognise and write letters as this is 
the Grade 1 teacher’s job.
Teacher B: Young children can learn about 
letters and the sounds through play and 
multisensory activities.
Teacher C: It is a great advantage for children 
to know the sounds of at least 12, but ideally all 
26, letters when they start Grade 1.
Teacher D: Children know enough about the 
letters of the alphabet if they can chant ABC … 
or sing the alphabet song.
Teacher E: In Grade 1 when children want to 
write new words, they need to listen to the 
sounds in the word, remember which letter 
goes with each sound and remember how to 
write the letter correctly. This is a lot to do at 
once, so it is a good idea if they know about 
letters before they start Grade 1.

 Teachers A and D are expressing common 
misconceptions about teaching letters and 
sounds in Grade R. Children will benefit 
from learning about some of the letters and 
sounds in Grade R, but it is very important 
to remember that this should be done in a 
multisensory, active and fun way. Chanting 
ABC and singing the alphabet song can be fun 
and it introduces children to the alphabet, 
but it relies on rote memory and doesn’t help 
children to see the relationship between 
letters and sounds.

REPRESENTING SOUNDS WITH LETTERS 
(LETTER-SOUND CORRESPONDENCE)

Guiding principles for building phonological awareness and letter–sound knowledge Rating 

Rich language 

The teaching of letters and sounds takes place within a language-rich 
learning environment. Stories are read and told daily. Children are 
asked for their ideas, allowed to ask questions and the meanings of 
new words are discussed. 

  

Multilingual 
learning 
opportunities 

Children’s home language is valued and there is a culture of respect 
for different languages. Children are never made to feel ‘wrong’ for 
speaking a different language or having different pronunciation.  
Children are made aware that letters may have different sounds in 
different languages.  

  

Daily practice 
Children have daily practice to develop their ability to hear sounds in 
words and their knowledge of letter–sound relationships.    

Multisensory 
learning 

Children engage with letters through fun activities which allow them 
to touch, move and create letters using all of their senses 
(multisensory activities).  

  

Reading and 
writing for a 
purpose 

Children are encouraged to be emergent readers and writers through 
purposeful reading and writing activities.  Reading and writing is 
modelled so that children see the purpose of learning about letters 
and sounds.  

  

Print rich 
environment  

The classroom environment is print-rich. Children are encouraged to 
notice the print around them, and to see how we use letters to 
represent sounds and words. They are encouraged to look for print in 
their neighbourhood. 

  

Parental 
engagement 

There are opportunities for parents to find out more about how 
children are learning about letters and sounds at school. Parents are 
given ideas for simple games and activities that they can build into 
their home routines (for example: I spy with my little eye). 

  

 

See Addendum 6 Guiding Principles 
for building phonological awareness 
(see page 45)



 
 
L3: Teaching Phonological  

 and Phonemic awareness 
 
Teaching Phonological and Phonemic awareness
Now watch Video 26 as Zaza explains how she teaches 
phonological and phonemic awareness. What activities 
does she demonstrate in this video?

Focus on phonological and phonemic awareness 
activities a number of times during the day in Grade R. 
Make sure these oral activities are fun and quick.

Children will learn to identify syllables relatively quickly 
– when they can do this, reduce the time you spend on it. 
They will probably find it harder to hear individual sounds 
in spoken words and you may need to carry on working 
on this in early Grade 1 as well as in Grade R.

Think about how Zaza helped children hear the difference 
between Vula and Sula in the video. How could you do 
something similar using the words on this page from the 
DBE workbook.

Now watch Video 51 how Mrs Mtshayi helps the Grade R 
children in her class to break up words into syllables and 
put syllables together to make words.  Note that she is 
doing this orally in Grade R.

 
 
L4:Introducing a  

 new letter 
 

Introducing a new letter
Watch Video 77 and how Ms Mtshayi introduces a new 
letter and the sound it makes by linking it to a book.  
Make a summary of the process that she followed in  
this lesson.

Here are the steps to follow when you introduce a new letter.
Step 1: Listen for sounds. Ask the children to sit on the 
mat and listen carefully. Say some words from a story 
that start with a specific sound (emphasise the target 
sound). Say to the children: “What sound do these words 
start with?”.

Step 2: Say the sound. Say the sound clearly and tell the 
children to watch your mouth carefully as you make the 
sound.  Ask the children to say the sound and make this 

Activity 14 True or False?
1.Phonological awareness activities can be 
done with your eyes closed!

O True

O False
2.Phonological awareness is not the same as phonics.

O True

O False
3.Phonological awareness lays the foundation 
for phonics.

O True

O False
4.Being able to hear sounds in words helps 
children to learn to read.

O True

O False

26

51

77

VIDEO 26

VIDEO 26

VIDEO 77
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fun: say it softly and loudly. Teach the children an action 
associated with the sound.

Step 3: Think of other words beginning with the sound. 
Ask the children they know of any names or other words 
that start with the target sound.

Step 4: Form the letter. Show the children how to form 
the letter. Let the children practise the formation of the 
letter in the air, on the carpet, on their hands.

Step 5: Link the letter to the alphabet chart.  Show the 
children the letter on the alphabet chart. Explain that in 
English, this letter also has a name so that children link 
the sounds they are learning with the letter names.

Teaching children to form letters
Learning to write letters can be a difficult task for young 
children whose fine motor skills are still  developing. 
They should not be expected to practise letters between 
lines on a piece of paper.

In Grade R children learn how to form letters through 
big movements and through experiences that involve 
all of their senses as you can see in the next video. The 
aim is to get the basics of the letter formation right, and 
to link the letters and sounds. In handwriting lessons in 
Grades 1, 2 and 3 children take this further by focusing on 
forming letters that are consistent in size and spacing.

Watch Video 74 and how Mrs Mtshayi gets her class 
to form the letter b using different media. She sets up 
different tasks for each group.

Notice how the teacher supports children by

1) Patiently talking them through the activity

2) Getting children to describe the letter formation

3) Supporting/ guiding children’s hands while they make 
the letter

 
 
L5:Games for developing  

 letter-sound knowledge 

Games for developing letter-sound 
knowledge

Learning to hear sounds in words and learning about 
letters and the sounds they make is not easy for young 
children and takes time and patience!  Games are a fun 
way of matching letters with pictures that start with a 
target sound.

Activity 15
Multiple choice question

1. Which is the most useful exercise for 
children to practice letter formation?

O Exercise B

O Exercise A

 Exercise A 

 

 

 

 

  

Exercise B 

 
 

74

VIDEO 74



Letter box activities
Letter boxes are containers filled with objects or 
pictures that start with a specific sound. The boxes have 
the letter on the lid, usually made with a material that 
feels interesting, such as sandpaper or velvet.

Watch Video 69 and how Mrs Mtshayi uses letter boxes 
in her class.

Steps for using letter boxes:
1) Name objects. Ask the children to sit on the mat and let 
them hold the objects or pictures and pass them around 
as you name each one. Ask questions about the objects: 
“Have you seen one of these? What do we use this for? 
How does it feel?”

2) Listen for beginning sounds. Say to the children: 
“Listen to this word: m-m-mirror. Can you hear what 
sound ‘mirror’ starts with? What is the first sound of 
the word?” Encourage the children to emphasise the 
beginning sound when they say a word.

3) Link the sound with a letter. Once the children have 
practised the new sound, then show them the letter 
on the letter box and say: “This is how we write m.” Let 
the children trace over the letter on the lid with their 
fingers. Demonstrate to the children how to ‘write’ the 
letter with their finger: in the air, on their hands and on a 
child’s back. The children can also make letters with their 
bodies (note that some letters are easier than others to 
form with one’s body!).

Letter puzzles
Pick up a puzzle piece with a letter on it and say the 
sound that the letter makes. Show the children how you 
look for a picture that starts with that sound: “This letter 
makes the sound /s/; let’s look for a picture that starts 
with /s/… look there is a snake!” Try and fit the pieces 
together. Show the children how they fit.

You could also begin by picking up a picture, naming it, 
saying the beginning sound and then looking for the 
corresponding letter: “Here is a butterfly… butterfly 
starts with /b/. Let’s look for a letter that says /b/.”

Repeat this process but choose a picture that is incorrect 
and show the children that the puzzle pieces do not fit.

Sorting games
You need: picture cards for words containing/starting 
with 2 different letters; postboxes/containers/hula-
hoops labelled the 2 letters. Spread the picture cards on 
the table. Each child has a turn to pick up a picture card. 
The child holding the picture card must name the object 
in the picture and say the beginning sound. The group 
agrees or gently corrects the child. The child now places 
the picture card in the correct container for that sound. 
The group agrees or gently corrects the child.

69

VIDEO 69

SORTING GAMES

BOARD GAMES (A)

BOARD GAMES (B)
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Board games
To play a board game, children throw dice and move a 
counter to a position on the board. Then they say the 
cound of the letter or name the picture on which they 
land. Here are some letter-sound board games that you 
can download free from the Wordworks website http://
www.wordworks.org.za/games-2/. Such boardgames are very 
easy to make yourself. You can even draw them with 
chalk on paving/the veranda, and let children jump their 
moves

 
 
L6: Support emergent   

 writing 
 
Support emergent writing
Writing supports reading development and vice versa.

Encourage children to write, no matter if it looks like 
scribbles. Have writing materials freely available. Provide 
reasons for children to write (eg signing their name on 
the register, making a birthday card, writing about their 
drawings), and help children to understand the many 
uses of writing in life. They will increasingly use their 
letter-sound knowledge in their writing.

Use Shared Writing to demonstrate how we write. The 
teacher writes down what the children dictate, while 
she verbalises the decisions she makes as she writes. 
Write about things the children said in Show and Tell, or 
about activities they have been engaged in, for example, 
“Today is Thandi’s  birthday.” At Grade R level, teachers 
verbalise mainly about letter-sound relationships as 
they do shared writing, for example, “What sound is at 
the beginning of Thandi’s name? /T/. I write it like this: 
Straight line down. Lift. Straight line across.” Finally, read 
the message together.

Watch Video 57 as Mrs Mtshayi writes down a shopping 
list for her class.

This video does not show the actual list she has written, 
but Mrs Mtshayi went on to write it on chart paper and 
read it back with the children

Write predictable charts. Another important activity 
is to write predictable charts together. In predictable 
charts, the same sentence stem is repeated and one 
word changes. Write the name of the child who tells 
you how to complete the sentence. This helps children 
to recognise their names and identify the letter sound 
relationships in the names.  Read the sentences together. 
Here are three examples of predictable charts.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

57

VIDEO 57

PREDICTABLE CHARTS



Child’s behaviours, skills and attitudes Evidence of 
this 

Interested in letters and can write letters in the sand, with crayons or with a 
paintbrush and water 

  

Can write his/her name even if some letters are reversed   

Recognises many letters and knows the sounds these letters make   

Uses known letters to try and predict what words say (e.g. there’s a ‘m’ for ‘mom’).   

Enjoys songs, rhymes and listening games.   

Can hear when words have the same sounds or when sounds differ.   

Can hear beginning sounds in words (e.g. sun starts with /s/)   

Can hear end sounds in words (e.g. bus ends with /s/)   

Can blend syllables together to make words (e.g. he | li | cop | ter - helicopter)   

Starting to blend sounds to make words (t-a-p – tap).   

Can break words into syllables (crocodile – cro | co | dile).   

Starting to break words into single sounds (bag – b-a-g).   

  

  

Help children use their letter-sound knowledge. In 
the latter part of Grade R and in Grade 1, you can start 
to get children to write words using their letter-sound 
knowledge.

Watch Video 70 and how Zaza helps this group of  
children to use their knowledge of letters and sounds  
to write words.

 
 
L7: Assessing Letter-   

 sound knowledge and   
 Phonological awareness 
 
Assessing Letter-sound knowledge and 
Phonological awareness
Phonological awareness and letter–sound knowledge 
are among the best predictors that children will learn to 
read successfully. What this means is that young children 
who have good phonological awareness and letter–
sound knowledge will have a better chance of learning 
to read and write successfully.  It is important that we 
support children who have difficulty learning letters and 
hearing sounds in words.

Remember that at Grade R level all assessment 
is informal, based on what you observe children 
doing.  Make notes and use checklists to record your 
observations, as in the example.

 
 
L8:  Find out more

 
 
Find out more:
See Funde Wande App for downloable PDF's or saved on 
your flash stick provided.

PDF 10: Building the Foundation for Phonics They Can Use
Chapter 1: Early Reading and Writing Activities

Chapter 2: Phonological and Phonemic Awareness

Source: Cunningham, P.M. (2017). Phonics they use: words for Reading 

and Writing. Boston: Pearson.

70

VIDEO 70

See Addendum 8 Assessing 
Letter-sound knowledge and 
Phonological awareness  
(see page 46)
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L9: Review 

 
 
 
Review
Think about a Grade R or 1 classroom that you are familiar 
with. To what extent do the following happen in this 
classroom?

1) Fun activities and games to help children to link letters 
and sounds.

2) Multisensory ways for children to learn about letter 
formation.

3) Quick activities throughout the day to get children to 
focus on hearing the sounds in words.

Propose two changes that could be made immediately to 
help children link letters and sounds better.

Application
Here are two activities which are often used to draw 
children’s attention to sounds in words in English. How 
could you adapt these activities to make them more 
appropriate to isiXhosa? Share your ideas with your 
colleagues.

a) Playing “I spy with my little eye, something beginning 
with…” (You think of something you can see in the room 
that starts with that sound, and children have to work 
out what you are thinking of.)

b) Singing songs in which words can be guessed because 
they rhyme with other words in the song (eg Jack and Jill 
went up the …)

Activity 
Story 1 from the Vula Bula Grade 1 
anthology suggests teaching the letters 
b and a. Which activity below is the least 
helpful for children to develop letter-
sound knowledge about b and a.

O Phonemic awareness: Thumbs up/
thumbs down: I can hear the sound /a/ 
in ubisi.

O Letter-sound correspondence: Let’s 
write Bala. What sound do you hear first? 
Let’s write the b like this.

O Alphabet chart: Sing the alphabet 
song together.

O Letter formation: When we write the 
sound /b/ we go around to the right. 
Show me.

VULA BULA
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Addendum 3 The Essentials of Early Literacy Instructions

1

TTTTThe cumulative and growing
research on literacy

development in young children is
rapidly becoming a body of knowl-
edge that can serve as the basis for
the everyday practice of early
literacy education (IRA & NAEYC
1998; National Research Council
1998; Yaden, Rowe, & MacGillivary
2000; Neuman & Dickinson 2001;
NAEYC & NAECS/SDE 2002). Al-
though preliminary, the knowledge
base outlines children’s develop-
mental patterns in critical areas,
such as phonological and print
awareness. It serves as a resource
for designing early literacy pro-
grams and specific instructional
practices. In addition, it offers
reliable and valid observational
data for grounding approaches to
early reading assessment.

Kathleen A. Roskos,Kathleen A. Roskos,Kathleen A. Roskos,Kathleen A. Roskos,Kathleen A. Roskos, Ph.D., is the director of the Ohio Literacy Initiative at the Ohio
Department of Education and is a professor at John Carroll University in Cleveland.
She coordinated Bridges and Links, one of the first public preschools in Ohio, and is
instrumental in the development of content guidelines in early literacy. Kathleen studies
early literacy development, teacher cognition, and the design of professional education
for teachers.
James FJames FJames FJames FJames F. Christie,. Christie,. Christie,. Christie,. Christie,     Ph.D., is a professor of curriculum and instruction at Arizona State
University in Tempe, where he teaches courses in language, literacy, and early
childhood education. His research interests include children’s play and early literacy
development. James is the president of the Association for the Study of Play.
Donald J. Richgels,Donald J. Richgels,Donald J. Richgels,Donald J. Richgels,Donald J. Richgels, Ph.D., is a professor in the literacy education department at
Northern Illinois University in DeKalb, where he teaches graduate and undergraduate
courses in language development, reading, and language arts.

Illustrations © Diane Greenseid.

That we know more about
literacy development and acquisi-
tion, however, does not let us
escape a central issue of all early
education: What should young
children be learning and doing
before they go to kindergarten?
What early literacy instruction
should children receive? What
should it emphasize—head (cogni-
tion) or heart (motivation) or both?

Real-life answers to these ques-
tions rarely point directly to this or
that, but rather they are somewhere
in the middle, including both
empirical evidence and professional
wisdom. While we will continue to

Kathleen A. Roskos, James F. Christie, and Donald J. Richgels

The Essentials of
Early Literacy Instruction

     I struggled through theI struggled through theI struggled through theI struggled through theI struggled through the

alphabet as if it had been aalphabet as if it had been aalphabet as if it had been aalphabet as if it had been aalphabet as if it had been a

bramble-bush; gettingbramble-bush; gettingbramble-bush; gettingbramble-bush; gettingbramble-bush; getting

considerably worried andconsiderably worried andconsiderably worried andconsiderably worried andconsiderably worried and

scratched by every letterscratched by every letterscratched by every letterscratched by every letterscratched by every letter.....

————— Charles DickensCharles DickensCharles DickensCharles DickensCharles Dickens
Great ExpectationsGreat ExpectationsGreat ExpectationsGreat ExpectationsGreat Expectations

wrestle with these complicated
questions, we must take practical
action so that our growing under-
standing in early literacy supports
the young child as a wholesome,
developing person.

What then are the essentials of
early literacy instruction? What
content should be included, and
how should it be taught in early
education settings? Our first re-
sponse to these complex questions
is described below in a skeletal
framework for action. We briefly
define early literacy, so as to identify
what young children need to know
and be able to do if they are to enjoy
the fruits of literacy, including valu-
able dispositions that strengthen
their literacy interactions. Then we
describe two examples of instruc-
tion that support children’s reading
and writing learning before they
enter the primary grades.

With the imagery of Pip’s remark
from Great Expectations in mind, we
hope to show that well-considered
early literacy instruction is cer-
tainly not a bramble-bush for our
very young children, but rather a
welcoming environment in which to
learn to read and write.



Addendum 3 The Essentials of Early Literacy Instructions

2

Essential Early LiteracyEssential Early LiteracyEssential Early LiteracyEssential Early LiteracyEssential Early Literacy
TTTTTeaching Strategieseaching Strategieseaching Strategieseaching Strategieseaching Strategies

Effective early literacy instruction provides preschool children
with developmentally appropriate settings, materials, experi-
ences, and social support that encourage early forms of
reading and writing to flourish and develop into conventional
literacy. These basics can be broken down into eight specific
strategies with strong research links to early literacy skills and,
in some cases, with later elementary-grade reading achieve-
ment. Note that play has a prominent role in strategies 5, 6,
and 8. Linking literacy and play is one of the most effective
ways to make literacy activities meaningful and enjoyable for
children.

1.1.1.1.1. Rich teacher talkRich teacher talkRich teacher talkRich teacher talkRich teacher talk
Engage children in rich

conversations in large
group, small group, and
one-to-one settings. When
talking with children,
• use     rare words—words
that children are unlikely to
encounter in everyday
conversations;
• extend children’s comments into more descriptive, grammati-
cally mature statements;
• discuss cognitively challenging content—topics that are not
immediately present, that involve knowledge about the world,
or that encourage children to reflect on language as an object;
• listen and respond to what children have to say.

2.2.2.2.2. Storybook readingStorybook readingStorybook readingStorybook readingStorybook reading
Read aloud to your

class once or twice a
day, exposing children to
numerous enjoyable
stories, poems, and
information books.
Provide supportive
conversations and
activities before, during,
and after reading.
Repeated reading of favorite books builds familiarity, increas-
ing the likelihood that children will attempt to read those books
on their own.

The learning domain

Today a variety of terms are used to refer
to the preschool phase of literacy develop-
ment—emerging literacy, emergent reading,
emergent writing, early reading, symbolic
tools, and so on. We have adopted the term
early literacy as the most comprehensive yet
concise description of the knowledge, skills,
and dispositions that precede learning to
read and write in the primary grades (K–3).
We chose this term because, in the earliest
phases of literacy development, forming
reading and writing concepts and skills is a
dynamic process (National Research Council
1998, 2000).

Young children’s grasp of print as a tool
for making meaning and as a way to commu-
nicate combines both oral and written
language. Children draw and scribble and
“read” their marks by attributing meaning to
them through their talk and action. They
listen to stories read aloud and learn how to
orient their bodies and minds to the techni-
calities of books and print.

When adults say, “Here, help me hold the
book and turn the pages,” they teach chil-
dren basic conventions of book handling and
the left-to-right, top-to-bottom orientation of
English. When they guide children’s small
hands and eyes to printed words on the
page, they show them that this is the source
of the reading and that the marks have
meaning. When they explain, “This says
‘goldfish’. Do you remember our goldfish?
We named it Baby Flipper. We put its name
on the fishbowl,” they help children under-
stand the connection between printed
words, speech, and real experience.

Children’s early reading and writing
learning, in other words, is embedded in a
larger developing system of oral communica-
tion. Early literacy is an emerging set of
relationships between reading and writing.

(cont’d on p. 3)

2

What early literacy in-
struction should children
receive? What should it em-
phasize—head (cognition) or
heart (motivation) or both?
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3

These relationships are situated in
a broader communication network
of speaking and listening, whose
components work together to help
the learner negotiate the world and
make sense of experience (Thelen
& Smith 1995; Lewis 2000; Siegler
2000). Young children need writing
to help them learn about reading,
they need reading to help them
learn about writing; and they need
oral language to help them learn
about both.

Necessary content and
dispositions in early literacy

Early literacy holds much that
young children might learn. Yet we
cannot teach everything and must
make choices about what content
to teach and which dispositions to
encourage. High-quality research
provides our best evidence for
setting priorities for what to
address and how.

Recent reviews of research
indicate at least three critical
content categories in early literacy:
oral language comprehension,
phonological awareness, and print
knowledge. They also identify at
least one important disposition,
print motivation—the frequency of
requests for shared reading and
engagement in print-related
activities, such as pretend writing
(Senechal et al. 2001; Layzer 2002;
Neuman 2002; Lonigan & White-
hurst in press).

TTTTTeaching Strategies (cont’d)eaching Strategies (cont’d)eaching Strategies (cont’d)eaching Strategies (cont’d)eaching Strategies (cont’d)

(cont’d on p. 4)

3.3.3.3.3. Phonological awareness activitiesPhonological awareness activitiesPhonological awareness activitiesPhonological awareness activitiesPhonological awareness activities
Provide activities that increase children’s aware-

ness of the sounds of language. These activities
include playing games and listening to stories,
poems, and songs that involve

rhyme—identifying words that end with the
same sound (e.g., Jack and Jill went up the
hill);

alliteration—recognizing when several words
begin with the same sound (e.g., Peter Piper
picked a peck of pickled peppers);

sound matching—deciding which of several
words begins with a specific sound (e.g., show
a child pictures of a bird, a dog, and a cat and
ask which one starts with the /d/ sound).

Try to make these activities fun and enjoyable.

4.4.4.4.4. Alphabet activitiesAlphabet activitiesAlphabet activitiesAlphabet activitiesAlphabet activities
Engage children with materials that promote identifi-

cation of the letters of the alphabet, including
• ABC books
• magnetic letters
• alphabet blocks and puzzles
• alphabet charts

Use direct instruction to teach letter names that
have personal meaning to children (“Look, Jennifer’s
and Joey’s names both start with the same letter.

What is the letter’s name? That’s right, they both start with j”).

5. Support for emergent reading5. Support for emergent reading5. Support for emergent reading5. Support for emergent reading5. Support for emergent reading
Encourage children to attempt to read

books and other types of print by provid-
ing
• a well-designed library center, stocked
with lots of good books;
• repeated readings of favorite books (to
familiarize children with books and encour-
age independent reading);
• functional print linked to class activities

(e.g., daily schedules, helper charts, toy shelf labels);
• play-related print (e.g., signs, menus, employee name tags in a restau-
rant play center).

Young children need
writing to help them learn
about reading, they need
reading to help them learn
about writing; and they
need oral language to help
them learn about both.
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Children need to learn mainstay
concepts and skills of written
language from which more complex
and elaborated understandings and
motivations arise, such as grasp of
the alphabetic principle, recogni-
tion of basic text structures, sense
of genre, and a strong desire to
know. They need to learn phonologi-
cal awareness, alphabet letter
knowledge, the functions of written
language, a sense of meaning
making from texts, vocabulary,
rudimentary print knowledge (e.g.,
developmental spelling), and the
sheer persistence to investigate
print as a meaning-making tool.

Content of Early LiteracyContent of Early LiteracyContent of Early LiteracyContent of Early LiteracyContent of Early Literacy
InstructionInstructionInstructionInstructionInstruction

Teaching preschool children
• what reading and writing can do
• to name and write alphabet

letters
• to hear rhymes and sounds in

words
• to spell simple words
• to recognize and write their

own names
• new words from stories, work,

and play
• to listen to stories for meaning

VVVVValuable Dispositions ofaluable Dispositions ofaluable Dispositions ofaluable Dispositions ofaluable Dispositions of
Early Literacy InstructionEarly Literacy InstructionEarly Literacy InstructionEarly Literacy InstructionEarly Literacy Instruction
Cultivating preschool children’s
• willingness to listen to stories
• desire to be read to
• curiosity about words and letters
• exploration of print forms
• playfulness with words
• enjoyment of songs, poems,

rhymes, jingles, books, and
dramatic play

TTTTTeaching Strategies (cont’d)eaching Strategies (cont’d)eaching Strategies (cont’d)eaching Strategies (cont’d)eaching Strategies (cont’d)

6. Support for emergent writing6. Support for emergent writing6. Support for emergent writing6. Support for emergent writing6. Support for emergent writing
Encourage children to use emergent forms

of writing, such as scribble writing, random
letter strings, and invented spelling, by pro-
viding
• a writing center     stocked with pens, pencils,
markers, paper, and book-making materials;
• shared writing demonstrations in which the
teacher writes down text dictated by children;
• functional writing opportunities that are connected to class activities
(e.g., sign-up sheets for popular centers, library book check-out slips, Do
not touch! signs);
• play-related writing materials (e.g., pencils and notepads for taking
orders in a restaurant play center).

7. Shared book experience.7. Shared book experience.7. Shared book experience.7. Shared book experience.7. Shared book experience.
Read Big Books and other en-

larged texts to children, and point to
the print as it is read. While introduc-
ing and reading the text, draw
children’s attention to basic concepts
of print such as
• the distinction between pictures and
print;
• left-to-right, top-to-bottom sequence;
• book concepts (cover, title, page).

Read favorite stories repeatedly, and encourage children to read along
on the parts of the story they remember.

8. Integrated, content-focused activities8. Integrated, content-focused activities8. Integrated, content-focused activities8. Integrated, content-focused activities8. Integrated, content-focused activities.
Provide opportunities for children to investigate topics that are of

interest to them. The objective is for children to use oral language,
reading, and writing to learn about the
world. Once a topic has been identified,
children can
• listen to the teacher read topic-related
information books and look at the books on
their own;
• gather data using observation, experi-
ments, interviews, and such;
• use emergent writing to record observa-
tions and information; and
• engage in dramatic play to consolidate
and express what they have learned.

As a result of such projects, children’s language and literacy skills are
advanced, and they gain valuable background knowledge.
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Written language is harder
to learn than oral

Learning an alphabetic writing
system requires extra work. Both
spoken and written language are
symbol systems for representing
and retrieving meanings. In spoken
language, meaning making depends
on phonemes or sounds. As chil-
dren gain experience with the
language of their community, they
learn which words (or sequences of
phonemes) stand for which con-
cepts in that language. For example,
children learn that the spoken word
table in English or mesa in Spanish
names a four-legged, flat-topped
piece of furniture.

Writing and reading with an
alphabetic system involve an extra
layer of symbols, where the pho-
nemes are represented by letters.
This means that beginners must
both learn the extra symbols—the
letters of the alphabet—and raise
their consciousness of the pho-
nemes (because, while speaking
and understanding speech, we
unconsciously sequence and
contrast phonemes).

Speakers, for example, under-
stand the two very different con-
cepts named by the words nail and
lane without consciously noticing
that those words are constructed
from the same three phonemes
(/n/, /A/, and /l/), but in different
sequences. When children learn to
read, however, they must pay
attention to those three phonemes,
how they are sequenced, and what
letters represent them.

Invented spelling is a phonemic
awareness activity that has the
added advantage of being meaning-
ful and functional (Richgels 2001).
Children nonconventionally but
systematically match sounds in
words that they want to write with
letters that they know. For example,
they may use letter names and
sounds in letter names (/ch/ in H,
/A/ as the name of the letter A, and
/r/ in R) when spelling chair as HAR.

Written language is
decontextualized; that
is, the sender and receiver
of a written communica-
tion usually do not share
the same time and space.

Invented spelling begins before
children’s phonemic awareness is
completely developed and before
they know all the names of the
letters of the alphabet. With encour-
agement from adults, it develops
through stages that culminate in
conventional spelling.

The meanings of both spoken and
written language serve real pur-
poses in our daily lives (Halliday
1975). We usually do not speak
without wanting to accomplish
something useful. For example, we
might want to influence others’
behavior (“Would you turn that
down, please?”), express our
feelings (“I hate loud music”), or
convey information (“Habitual
listening to loud music is a danger
to one’s hearing”). Similarly, with
written messages we can influence
behavior (NO SMOKING), express
feelings (IxNY), and inform (Bos-
ton 24 mi) while serving such added
purposes as communicating across
distances or preserving a message
as a record or a reminder.

These added purposes require
that written messages be able to
stand on their own (Olson 1977).
Written language is decontextual-
ized; that is, the sender and re-
ceiver of a written communication
usually do not share the same time
and space. The writer is not present
to clarify and extend his or her
message for the reader. This means
that young readers’ and writers’
extra work includes, in addition to
dealing with phonemes and letters,
dealing with decontextualization.

Why do the extra work?

Historically, societies have found
the extra work of writing and read-
ing to be worthwhile. The extra
functions of written language, espe-
cially preserving messages and
communicating across distances,
have enabled a tremendous growth
of knowledge. Individual children
can experience similar benefits if

teachers help them to acquire the
knowledge and skill involved in the
extra work of reading and writing
while always making real to them
the extra purposes that written
language serves. We must cultivate
their dispositions (curiosity, desire,
play) to actively seek, explore, and
use books and print. As they learn
what letters look like and how they
match up with phonemes, which
strings of letters represent which
words, and how to represent their
meanings in print and retrieve oth-
ers’ meanings from print, they must
see also how the fruits of those
labors empower them by multiply-
ing the functionality of language.

With speech, children can influ-
ence the behavior of others, ex-
press their feelings, and convey
information. A big part of motivat-
ing them to take on the extra work
of reading and writing must be let-
ting them see how the permanence
and portability of writing can widen
the scope of that influencing, ex-
pressing, and informing. Young
children who can say “No! Don’t!”
experience the power of spoken
words to influence what others do
or don’t do—but only when the
speakers are present. Being able to
write No extends the exercise of
that power to situations in which
they are not present, as morning
kindergartners Eric, Jeff, Zack, and
Ben realized when they wrote
NOStPN (No stepping) to keep after-
noon kindergartners from disturb-
ing a large dinosaur puzzle they had
assembled on the classroom floor
(McGee & Richgels 2000, 233–34).
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The practice of early literacy instruction:
Two examples

Unlike the very real and immediate sounds and
meanings of talk, print is silent; it is obscure; it is not of
the here and now. Consequently, early literacy instruc-
tion must often be explicit and direct, which is not to
say that it must be scriptlike, prescriptive, and rigid
(Schickedanz 2003). Rather it should be embedded in
the basic activities of early learning long embraced by
early education practice and research. These include
reading aloud, circle time, small group activities, adult-
child conversations, and play.

Teachers can embed reading and writing instruction
in familiar activities, to help children learn both the
conventions of print and how print supports their im-
mediate goals and needs. The two examples below
show how what’s new about early literacy instruction
fits within tried-and-true early education practice.

Interactive storybook reading

Reading aloud has maximum learning potential when
children have opportunities to actively participate and
respond (Morrow & Gambrell 2001). This requires teach-
ers to use three types of scaffolding or support: (a) be-
fore-reading activities that arouse children’s interest and
curiosity in the book about to be read;
(b) during-reading prompts and questions that keep
children actively engaged with the text being read; and
(c) after-reading questions and activities that give chil-
dren an opportunity to discuss and respond to the
books that have been read.

Instruction can be easily integrated into any of these
three phases of story reading. This highly
contextualized instruction should be guided by
children’s literacy learning needs and by the nature of
the book being read:

• information books, such as Byron Barton’s Airport,
can teach children new vocabulary and concepts;
• books, songs, and poems with strong rhymes, such as
Raffi’s Down by the Bay, promote phonological aware-
ness; and
• stories with strong narrative plots, such as There’s an
Alligator under My Bed, by Mercer Mayer, are ideal for
generating predictions and acquainting children with
narrative structure, both of which lay a foundation for
reading comprehension.

In addition, most books can be used to teach print
recognition, book concepts (e.g., cover, page), and
concepts of print (e.g., print vs. pictures). Of course,
instruction should be limited to several brief teaching
points per reading so children can enjoy the read-aloud

experience. Enjoyment and building positive disposi-
tions should always be given high priority when reading
aloud. For an example of how a teacher might do an
interactive story reading session with There’s an
Alligator under My Bed, see “Shared Reading to Learn
about Story Plot.”

Literacy in play

 The general benefits of play for children’s literacy
development are well documented, showing that a
literacy-enriched play environment exposes children to
valuable print experiences and lets them practice
narrative skills (Christie & Roskos 2003). In the follow-
ing example, two preschoolers are playing in a restau-
rant activity center equipped with wall signs
(Springville Restaurant), menus, pencils, and a notepad:

Food server: Can I take your order?

Customer: [Looks over the menu] Let’s see, I’d like some
cereal. And how about some orange juice. And how
about the coffee with that too.

Food server: We don’t have coffee. We’re all runned out.

Customer: Okay, well . . . I’ll just take orange juice.

Food server: [Writes down order, using scribble writ-
ing] Okay. I’ll be right back with your order. (Roskos et
al. 1995)

Here, the customer is using the literacy routine of
looking at a menu and then placing an order. If the menu
is familiar and contains picture cues, some emergent
reading might also be taking place. The food server is
using another routine—writing down customer or-
ders—and is practicing emergent writing. In addition,
the children have constructed a simple narrative story,
complete with a problem (an item is not available) and
a resolution (drop that item from the order).

A Vygotskian approach to developing mature dra-
matic play also illustrates the value of tangible play
plans for helping children to self-regulate their behav-
iors, to remember on purpose, and to deliberately focus
their attention on play activity—foundational cognitive
skills of reading and writing (Bodrova & Leong 1998).
We have found that preschoolers often spend more time
preparing for their dramatizations than they spend
acting out the stories. For example, one group of four-
year-olds spent more than 30 minutes preparing for a
pizza parlor story (organizing felt pizza ingredients,
arranging furniture for the pizza kitchen, making play
money, and deciding on roles) and less than 10 minutes
acting out the cooking, serving, and eating of the pizza
meal. One would be hard pressed to find another type
of activity that can keep young children focused and
“on task” for this length of time.
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Specific to early literacy, descriptive research shows that a
literacy-in-play strategy is effective in increasing the range
and amount of literacy behaviors during play, thus allowing
children to practice their emerging skills and show what they
have learned (Neuman & Roskos 1992). Evidence is also
accumulating that this strategy helps children learn impor-
tant literacy concepts and skills, such as knowledge about
the functions of writing (Vukelich 1993), the ability to recog-
nize play-related print (Neuman & Roskos 1993), and compre-
hension strategies such as self-checking and self-correction
(Neuman & Roskos 1997). Like storybook reading, the
literacy learning potential of play can be increased when it
includes before, during, and after types of scaffolding as
illustrated in “Guided Play to Explore New Words and Their
Sounds.”

Closing

We are gaining empirical ground in understanding early
literacy learning well enough to identify essential content
that belongs in an early childhood curriculum. Increasingly,
the field can articulate key concepts and skills that are
significant and foundational, necessary for literacy develop-
ment and growth, research-based, and motivational to arouse
and engage children’s minds. The need to broadly distribute
this knowledge is great—but the need to act on it consis-
tently and carefully in instructional practice is even greater,
especially if we are to steer children clear of the bramble-
bushes and on to be successful readers and writers.
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about Story Plotabout Story Plotabout Story Plotabout Story Plotabout Story Plot

Here is how one teacher reads There’s an
Alligator under My Bed, by Mercer Mayer, to a
group of four-year-olds.

Before reading. Before reading. Before reading. Before reading. Before reading. The teacher begins by
saying, “Let’s look at the picture on the cover
of the book. [Shows a boy in bed with an
alligator sticking out from beneath] The boy in
this story has a big problem. Can anyone
guess what that problem is?”

After the children make their guesses, the
teacher points to the title and says, “The title
of this book is There’s an Alligator under My
Bed. So Suzy and Joey were correct in
guessing what the boy’s problem is. How do
you think the boy will get rid of the alligator?”

After several children share their predictions,
the teacher begins reading the book aloud.

During reading. During reading. During reading. During reading. During reading. After reading the first
section of the book, which introduces the
boy’s problem, the teacher pauses and asks,
“Do you have any other ideas about how the
boy might get rid of the alligator?”

The teacher reads the next two pages,
which detail the boy’s plan to leave a trail of
bait to the garage, and then pauses to ask the
children what the word bait means.

After reading the next section, in which the
boy lays out a trail of food, the teacher asks,
“What do you think the alligator is going to
do?”

Finally, after reading the rest of the story, in
which the alligator gets trapped in the garage,
the teacher points to the note the boy left on
the door to the garage and asks, “What do
you think the boy wrote in his note?”

After reading. After reading. After reading. After reading. After reading. The teacher sparks a
discussion of the book by asking several
open-ended questions, such as “What did you
like best about the story?” and “How would
you have gotten rid of that alligator?”

Later, the teacher does a follow-up small
group activity—to reinforce a sense of story
plot, she helps children sequence a few
pictures of the main story events.
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Guided Play to Explore New WGuided Play to Explore New WGuided Play to Explore New WGuided Play to Explore New WGuided Play to Explore New Wordsordsordsordsords
and Their Soundsand Their Soundsand Their Soundsand Their Soundsand Their Sounds

With the teacher’s help, the children are creating a gas
station/garage play center as part of an ongoing unit on
transportation.

Before playBefore playBefore playBefore playBefore play. . . . . The teacher provides background knowledge
by reading Sylvia’s Garage, by Debra Lee, an information
book about a woman mechanic. She discusses new words,
such as mechanic, engine, dipstick, oil.

Next, the teacher helps the children plan the play center.
She asks children about the roles they can play (e.g., gas
station attendant, mechanic, customer) and records their
ideas on a piece of chart paper. She then asks the children to
brainstorm some props that they could use in their center
(e.g., signs, cardboard gas pump, oil can, tire pressure
gauge) and jots these down on another piece of chart paper.
The children then decide which props they will make in class
and which will be brought from home, and the teacher or a
child places an m after each make-in-class item and an h
after each from home item.

During the next several days, the teacher helps the children
construct some of the make-in-class props, such as a sign for
the gas station (“Let’s see. . . gas starts with a g. Gary, your name
also starts with a g. Can you show us how to write a g? ).
 The list of props from home is included in the classroom
newsletter and sent to families.

During playDuring playDuring playDuring playDuring play. . . . . The teacher first observes the children at play
to learn about their current play interests and activities. Then
she provides scaffolding that extends and enriches children’s
play and at the same time teaches important literacy skills.
She notices, for example, that the mechanics are not writing
out service orders or bills for the customers, so she takes on
a role as an assistant mechanic and models how to write out
a bill for fixing a customer’s car. She monitors her involvement
to ensure close alignment with children’s ongoing activity.

After playAfter playAfter playAfter playAfter play..... During small group activity time, the teacher
helps children with a picture-sort that includes pictures of
people and objects from their garage play. They sort the pic-
tures into labeled columns according to beginning sounds—
/m/ (mechanic, man, map, motor); /t/ (tire, tank, top, taillight);
and /g/ (gas, gallon, garden, goat). They explore the different
feel of these sounds in the different parts of their mouths.
They think of other words they know that feel the same way.

After modeling, the teacher gives the children a small deck of
picture cards to sort, providing direct supervision and feedback.
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Tick the boxes that describe your teaching practice at the moment. Plan what you will do 
differently tomorrow.  

Strategies that support 
communication Example 

I seldom 
do this in 

my 
classroom  

I do this 
sometimes 

in my 
classroom  

I do this  
often in 

my 
classroom  

1. I show children I am 
actively listening to them.  Mmm, oh!, yes…., really?       

2. I pause expectantly 
during interactions with 
children to encourage 
them to participate. 

After packing up, it’s time 
for … your favourite …. 
(stories!) 

      

3. I get down to a child’s 
height when interacting 
and listen with interest. 

Can you say that again? I 
really wanted to hear your 
story so I have come to sit 
next to you for a bit. 

      

4. I use unusual words 
and explain word 
meanings. 

That pie looks very tasty… 
mmm delicious!       

5. I ask open-ended 
questions that extend 
children’s thinking (what, 
when, where, why, how 
questions).  

I am going to keep this 
container because I am 
sure we can use it for 
something. What could we 
use it for? 

      

6. I encourage children to 
tell their own stories.  

Last week Sipho’s mom had 
a baby. Would you like to 
tell us what happened 
when your mom brought 
the baby home, Sipho? 

   

7. I repeat what a child 
says and then add some 
more information, 
rephrase or elaborate to 
expand the language, 
while being careful to 
affirm the child’s 
message. 

CHILD: I did go to the 
beach.  
TEACHER: Oh, aren’t you 
lucky … you went to the 
beach. And was the water 
warm enough to swim? 

   

Addendum 4 Create a language rich environment 



Addendum 5 Recording observations about a child's language Recording observations about a child’s language 
Child’s behaviours, skills and attitudes Not able Developing 

steadily 
Able 

Understands the meaning of many words        

Has a good spoken vocabulary       

Asks and answers questions and shares ideas and 
thoughts 

      

Uses fairly long and complex sentences       

Listens attentively to stories and has good 
comprehension 

      

Is able to order events in a logical sequence       

Can tell a story using a series of sentences and story 
language like: one day …, and then …, suddenly, 
because, after that 

      

Is able to explain his ideas and thoughts to others       

Confident in home language and starting to use 
words and phrases in an additional language 
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Guiding principles for building phonological awareness and letter–sound knowledge Rating 

Rich language 

The teaching of letters and sounds takes place within a language-rich 
learning environment. Stories are read and told daily. Children are 
asked for their ideas, allowed to ask questions and the meanings of 
new words are discussed. 

  

Multilingual 
learning 
opportunities 

Children’s home language is valued and there is a culture of respect 
for different languages. Children are never made to feel ‘wrong’ for 
speaking a different language or having different pronunciation.  
Children are made aware that letters may have different sounds in 
different languages.  

  

Daily practice 
Children have daily practice to develop their ability to hear sounds in 
words and their knowledge of letter–sound relationships.    

Multisensory 
learning 

Children engage with letters through fun activities which allow them 
to touch, move and create letters using all of their senses 
(multisensory activities).  

  

Reading and 
writing for a 
purpose 

Children are encouraged to be emergent readers and writers through 
purposeful reading and writing activities.  Reading and writing is 
modelled so that children see the purpose of learning about letters 
and sounds.  

  

Print rich 
environment  

The classroom environment is print-rich. Children are encouraged to 
notice the print around them, and to see how we use letters to 
represent sounds and words. They are encouraged to look for print in 
their neighbourhood. 

  

Parental 
engagement 

There are opportunities for parents to find out more about how 
children are learning about letters and sounds at school. Parents are 
given ideas for simple games and activities that they can build into 
their home routines (for example: I spy with my little eye). 

  

 

Addendum 6 Guiding Principles for building phonological awareness



Addendum 8 Assessing Letter-sound knowledge  
and Phonological awareness

Child’s behaviours, skills and attitudes Evidence of 
this 

Interested in letters and can write letters in the sand, with crayons or with a 
paintbrush and water 

  

Can write his/her name even if some letters are reversed   

Recognises many letters and knows the sounds these letters make   

Uses known letters to try and predict what words say (e.g. there’s a ‘m’ for ‘mom’).   

Enjoys songs, rhymes and listening games.   

Can hear when words have the same sounds or when sounds differ.   

Can hear beginning sounds in words (e.g. sun starts with /s/)   

Can hear end sounds in words (e.g. bus ends with /s/)   

Can blend syllables together to make words (e.g. he | li | cop | ter - helicopter)   

Starting to blend sounds to make words (t-a-p – tap).   

Can break words into syllables (crocodile – cro | co | dile).   

Starting to break words into single sounds (bag – b-a-g).   
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